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I cannot truly see past a certain distance. Anything three feet or closer is
sharp and clear, but the world beyond looks blurry and indistinct.1

I have myopia, or what is commonly called nearsightedness. I was diagnosed
with it around the age of twelve and was told I had to start wearing either glasses
or contact lenses. Contacts were out of the question because they were too expen-
sive, so it was assumed that I would get glasses. End of story.

Not quite. The problem was, I was too vain to wear glasses. I have always won-
dered why philosophy has never tackled what I consider one of the great ontologi-
cal questions: Why do I always look so terrible? No matter how I felt or what I wore
I couldn’t hide the fact that I was a hideous troll from Middle-earth. Wearing glass-
es would only deepen my burgeoning preteen ontological crisis. 

So I didn’t. The day I got my first pair of prescription glasses I threw them in
a bedroom drawer and never wore them. At first it was fine. I got used to squinting
and began to pay more attention to what was close at hand. Still do, in fact. But as
I got older, my eyes worsened. My field of vision became more impressionistic and
hazy. I bumped into people. I fell into an empty swimming pool once. I began to
fear for my safety.

But I still wouldn’t wear them. 
Then, over time, something funny happened. I noticed how I could make

sense of what I was looking at without seeing clearly. My friend Brent, for instance,
had a distinctive left limp and a funny bounce to his gait. And I realized I could
identify him from blocks away even though I couldn’t see his face at all. It was the
same with Jamie, who was slightly bow-legged. I could recognize Jamie simply by
the way he walked.

I changed the focus of my vision toward comprehending how something or
someone moved or changed over time. New patterns of recognition developed as I
practiced discerning qualities like tempo and velocity rather than shapes, sizes, or

1. A version of this text was delivered on November 16, 2015, at Engage More Now! A
Symposium on Artists, Museums, and Publics at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles. Special thanks to
Connie Butler and January Parkos Arnall for the speaking invitation. I am also grateful to Marlo Poras,
Richard Fletcher, Kathy Halbreich, Gavin Kroeber, George Baker, and Hal Foster for their comments
and insights. 



colors. My field of vision slowly expanded. I saw anew a world now rendered as an
oceanic landscape of movement. This is largely how you appear to me today. 

The work I have made so far echoes this way of seeing. How a composition
manifests different qualities of movement is crucial to me, whatever the medium
or form. This is clearest in the animated projections, where the expressiveness of
the images comes in part from the rhythm and tempo that set them in motion
with and against each other over time—like counterpoint in music. 

Even in the 2007 project Waiting for Godot in New Orleans, the idea of creating
a polyphony of movement was present. My political experiences have taught me
that different social actors work at different speeds and rhythms. City and state
governmental entities work at the tempo somewhere between largo and lento,
whereas activists—being more nimble—tend toward allegro. Journalists and the
media, who always need a good quote or tidbit fast, seem incapable of doing any-
thing other than presto.

When we staged the five free outdoor performances of Samuel Beckett’s
iconic play in two neighborhoods destroyed by Hurricane Katrina, many interlock-
ing layers of organizing had to be in place. We had to understand the tempo and
pace at which the stakeholders in New Orleans worked, and on their own terms.
For me, making Godot meant composing all these different cultural and political
“movements” so they complemented and, at times, contrasted each other, for the
sake of the play. In other words, the performances onstage were interdependent on
how dynamic, diverse, and polyphonic the organizing was offstage. 

I never imagined that cheating my fate as a four-eyed troll would eventually
lead me to become an artist. But what is even more surprising is how well this illus-
trates an intuition about art that I have always felt but never had the language to
describe, until now. It is the intuition that art—if it is in fact art—is what is made
when fate is cheated. And that being an artist means being someone whose work—
in essence—is to cheat fate. 

Believing in fate feels as contemporary as believing the earth is flat. We have
access to experiences and insights today that illuminate the world in ways more
salient than anything the old custodians like Zeus or the Holy Ghost can conjure. But
these insights seem incapable of lessening the tension of what feels like fate pulling our
social reality anywhere but where we may want it to go. The relentless nature of politi-
cal and economic forces feels as if they were supernatural in the way they drag us
along in their wakes, regardless of our own will and power of resistance. Like the feel-
ing that the United States is fated to be a largely racist, xenophobic, homophobic
country, which also happens to vehemently hate the poor. For instance.  

For Theodor Adorno, the idea of fate is connected to his speculations about
art. Adorno understood fate as being the preexisting uses and meanings that
determine one’s place in what is loosely called the “order of things.” Fate is experi-
enced as the way the authority of the past weighs upon a thing, a place, or a per-
son, and the way this weight burdens and directs how something is valued, how a
place is treated, or where someone belongs. 
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Audience members at Waiting for Godot in
New Orleans, 2007. Photograph by Paul Chan.



Adorno believed the burden of this weight that feels like fate is lifted within
an artwork. For him, the interior, or composition, of a work acts like an echo
chamber. When visual and conceptual elements enter a composition, they are
deprived of their social bearings and become unmoored from the historical deter-
minations that ground them in an intelligible reality. 

By turning elements into echoes of themselves within the matrix of its com-
position, an artwork loosens the grip social reality holds over those elements and
frees them from their fate, their preexisting uses and meanings. They lose, in
other words, their place in the order of things, which enables them to relate and
belong in ways neither predictable nor predetermined. And this, for Adorno, is
one of the most emancipatory aspects of art. It creates new relationships out of
what already exists to remind us what is still possible with what is given. Art is radi-
cal insofar as it is able—like nothing else—to free whatever enters into its grip
and, as he puts it, “negate its fatefulness.”2

If art possesses the capacity to cheat what fate has in store for the elements that
enter into it, as Adorno speculated, can it also help cheat what fate has in store for us?
Can the experience of art, as it is made, appreciated, criticized, and valued, present
choices and insights to us that are substantive enough to offer some meaningful resis-
tance, if not outright alternatives, to what is given in our social reality today?

***
One of the greatest cheats in Western art also happens to be one of the most

iconic characters in literature. I am referring to Odysseus, the king of Ithaca, as he
was portrayed in the Odyssey, the epic poem by Homer some time in the last third
of the seventh century BCE.3

What interests me about Odysseus is how Homer distinguishes him from other
Greek heroes. Unlike the warriors Achilles or Nestor, Odysseus is heroic not because
of courage or physical prowess, but a more indeterminate set of qualities that coalesce
around the Greek term polutropos. Like all ancient Greek words, polutropos holds a
range of meanings. It roughly translates as “versatile,” “wily,” “many-turning,” and
“ingenious.” Variations of polutropos denote “crafty” and “shrewd,” as well as “many-
deviced,” “resourceful,” “inventive,” and “never at a loss.”  

Polutropos is how Homer describes Odysseus. Writer and poet Stephen Mitchell,
who recently did a new translation of the Odyssey, proposes “infinitely cunning.”4

How is Odysseus cunning? Homer portrays him as a master storyteller and
notorious con. He is renowned for devising stratagems and ways of cheating gods
and men. He tells outrageous falsehoods and tall tales. His cunning is, in short
and in part, his creative instinct. 

But not only. Odysseus’s cunning is also bound up with his use of reason. If
reason can be described as the means by which mental representations are used to

2. Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997), p. 124.

3. Following the dating of M. L. West in The Making of The Odyssey (Oxford, 2014).

4. Homer, The Odyssey, trans. Stephen Mitchell (New York: Atria Books, 2013), p. xxiv.
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produce insights that further enhance what one knows, what one does, and what
one may hope to gain in the future, Odysseus deploys reason to understand and
reflect on himself and the situation at hand in order to see what he is able (or not
able) to get away with by finding or sometimes even inventing choices where none
are evident or given. This mindfulness is what distinguishes him from other
Homeric heroes, and why he is so prudent and, at the same time, so dangerous. 

The cunning that Odysseus embodies is twofold or, if you like, dialectical. He
is creative, inventive, and resourceful precisely because he is reasonable, insofar as
reason is a creative process in its own right. For what Odysseus emblematizes is
how understanding what is most real and true about reality enables one to more
ably reshape it for one’s benefit or pleasure. He endures by the grace of a kind of
reason that draws no distinction between what is imaginable and what is knowable. 

Here I want to emphasize the notion that cunning is not outside the bounds
of reason but an essential feature of it.5 Reason is not only expressed as the capaci-
ty to evaluate what is happening to us, around us, and against us. It is also some-
thing that is produced, like a composition. Odysseus, for instance, uses reason to
try to persuade his men to not anger the gods and to stay together as a group so
they have a better chance of surviving. He cajoles gods and nymphs to escape trou-
ble. Odysseus illustrates in emphatic fashion what I think we intuitively under-
stand: that reasoning is discursive and compelling when it is also aesthetical. 

Reason is something we make to convince others of the worthiness of what has
been made, and it serves the interest of the maker as a semblance of what he or she
wants others to agree to about what is real in our shared reality. And one of the con-
sequences of understanding this interdependency between reason and cunning is
that it enables one to see just how crafty, ingenious, adaptable, deceitful, resourceful,
and high-spirited reasoning can be as it tries to justify why it ought to be believed. 

Part of my thinking about polutropos draws upon the work of social and cogni-
tive scientist Dan Sperber, and his former PhD student Hugo Mercier. In 2011
they published a paper in the journal Behavioral and Brain Sciences that put forward
a novel theory of reason.6 And even though Sperber and Mercier come from evo-
lutionary biology and cognitive science, their theory bears more than a passing
resemblance to the cunning in Odysseus. 

5. There have been other takes on cunning and cognition in general in the ancient world,
most notably Marcel Detienne and Jean-Pierre Vernant’s Cunning Intelligence in Greek Culture and
Society (University of Chicago, 1991). They understand cunning (as represented by Metis, the Greek
deity of the ocean) as a particular kind of intelligence, “an informed prudence” that is largely con-
fined to practical knowledge and the capacity to use tricks and stratagems to deceive others. And
while Detienne and Vernant find evidence of metis throughout Greek history and literature, from the
myth of Zeus to Oppian’s “Treatise on Fishing,” they nevertheless endorse the view that metis is dis-
tinct from, and intellectually inferior to, reason (logos) and wisdom (sophia). The case is the same
in Lisa Raphals’s Knowing Words: Wisdom and Cunning in the Classical Traditions of China and Greece
(Cornell, 1992).  

6. Hugo Mercier and Dan Sperber, “Why Do Humans Reason? Arguments for an
Argumentative Theory,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences 34 (2011), p. 57.
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They call it the argumentative theory of reason, because, according to
Sperber and Mercier, we don’t reason to seek and build a better society, as Plato
wanted to believe, or to satisfy an insatiable hunger to confirm our own existence
through our thinking, as Descartes saw it, or to reconcile with the natural and
social world, as Hegel speculated. We reason, they say, simply to argue. 

For Sperber and Mercier, reasoning is predominantly a social and commu-
nicative act that has evolved to help us distinguish real information from misinfor-
mation. Understood within the framework of communication, reason is the men-
tal capacity devised to evaluate arguments intended to persuade and to produce
arguments in order to persuade.  

They consider reason as comprising two interdependent activities: One is
productive, where arguments and other forms of expression are made for the pur-
pose of convincing others that what is proposed should be worthy of being reason-
able, and therefore true and real; the second is evaluative, where reason is used to
appraise and judge the soundness of what others propose as reasonable, and
therefore as real and true. 

For Sperber and Mercier, reason can be utilized by and for oneself. But it has
evolved to work best when done in the midst of social interactions. This is because
how we survive and endure depends on understanding what is happening to and
around us. By and large, we find this out through others, and by appraising
whether what others say is worth accepting as reliable and true. Reason encour-
ages one to look outwardly, toward others, and this is what has pushed reason to
evolve and persist as part of an array of human mental capacities.

What is remarkable about Sperber and Mercier’s theory is that it imagines rea-
son not simply as a process that invariably produces unimpeachable truths, but as
something closer to what constitutes objectivity as agreed upon by the sender and
receiver of information. This agreement about what is worth being true and reliable,
reached without threats of physical or symbolic violence and not grounded in any
mythic or divine authority, is, I think, as good as reason can get, in these great times.

The argumentative theory of reason has found an audience beyond the cog-
nitive and social sciences. What I find interesting about it is how it illuminates the
aesthetics within reason. Insofar as reason is used to make and evaluate arguments
for their epistemic value, every act of reason is in part an aesthetic proposition,
since considerations of how an argument “looks and feels” play an essential role in
whether that argument (or whatever form the proposition takes) is compelling
enough to be considered true and real.

Reason is, from this vantage point, the creative act par excellence.
It is debatable whether art today is truly creative or merely just an act. But I

want to suggest that this arena we call art is where the aesthetics within reason is
most heightened and enlivening. And by engaging with this arena, one has the
potential to gain insight into how this relationship influences all that lies outside
this arena. 
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Being exposed to art means, among other things, seeing all the wily and
ingenious ways in which someone has tried to make something more than what is
there. A work tries to do this through its formal properties. These properties, in
which a work expresses itself, act like arguments: A work tries to convince us that
its existence is reason enough for it to be considered worthy and agreeable. Every
work argues for its own right to exist on its own terms. Typically by any means nec-
essary. This is the cunning of art. 

There are many arguments today about why art matters: It authenticates
what is most human about humanity; it celebrates and affirms the diversity of cul-
tures and identities; it upholds the value of individual freedoms; it is a good peda-
gogical tool for advancing social and political ideas; it is a sound economic invest-
ment; it gives pleasure. And so on. 

Among these competing claims, I want simply to add one more—and a fairly
prosaic one at that. It is that art can serve to protect us from being conned. 

Art is a form of cunning that paradoxically teaches us to be more vigilant
about the persuasive power of aesthetics within reason itself. That is, at least, the
argument. My wager is that someone who is more exposed to art can tell that a
bad car loan is being sold as a good one with more discernment than someone
who has no interest or experience in art. Or that people who are deprived of the
opportunity to experience art are less likely to see the difference between good
mortgages and predatory ones, inclusive legislative policies and reactionary ones,
prosocial economic ideas and antisocial ones. 

Above all else, my wager is that those who let art meaningfully into their lives
will find unappealing those political outlooks that are bound by the “fatefulness”
of existing forms of social and political authority. They will instead be drawn to
outlooks that are more accommodating to the innumerable kinds of human flour-
ishing that diversify how we endure and find value in the world, and which in sum
strengthen what Marx called our “species being,” insofar as the survival of our
species being is a worthy enough reason to believe in. 

***
At its most cunning, art can manifest what philosopher Mark Johnston calls

“the authority of affect.”7 This is when we are so struck by the appeal of something
or someone that their very presence makes available in us thoughts and desires
that seem apt or fitting in a way that silences any demand for justification. 

In this way, art is capable of what perceptual experience feels like intuitively and
in general. Perceptual experience makes certain immediate perceptual beliefs about
what one sees appear so fitting that any demand for justification for those beliefs is
silenced. I don’t need to be convinced, for instance, that my friend Brent is across the
street, because I see his distinctive left limp. Sensing confers a kind of knowing. 

What I want to suggest is that the aesthetic means by which art is infused with
an authority of affect are also used by reason to raise its epistemic value. What

7. Mark Johnston, “The Authority of Affect,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 63, no. 1
(July 2001), pp. 181–214.



sounds right about a train of thought, a line of argument, or an ideological plat-
form may in part derive from the persuasive power of those aesthetic means. We
are so taken by how it argues for what it is arguing for that there is no attention
left over to notice or think about anything irrelevant, including irrelevancies like
evaluating the soundness of the argument itself. 

We can of course kick the tires, so to speak. One method is what cognitive
scientists call “coherence checking.” This is where we interpret what is being pro-
posed against the context of our previously held beliefs in order to try to appraise
it with what we already understand as true. There is also “trust calibration,” where
we gauge the level of trust we are willing to grant the speaker based on what we
understand as his or her competence and intentions. I imagine you are doing this
right now.  

Not all arguments are persuasive, just as not all art strikes us as beautiful. But
when an argument hits its mark and finds an agreeable audience, we can be sure
that its epistemic worth is not the only reason why. 

Take, for example, recent debates about immigration in the US. I think they
capture the public’s attention in part because the issue is being used as a religious
referendum on how the country ought to be defined. Those who have taken the
hardest line against immigration argue that the good life in America is character-
ized by a spurious myth of origins that legitimizes notions of purity as a semblance
of social harmony. 

Purity. Legitimacy. Harmony. These notions are being deployed aesthetically
to play to the hearts and minds of listeners because they evoke an image of what
“the good life” is supposed to be. This appeal to the good life is how the argu-
ments aesthetically justify the xenophobia. It is how hating and fearing immigrants
become acceptable—reasonable. And the greater the affective power of the
appeal, the more political cover it provides. It is as if the more beautiful an image
is, the more willing one is to sacrifice oneself and others to partake in what the
image promises. 

What if it is possible to strengthen one’s capacity to identify compositional
patterns that make an argument, or any other form of expression, more likely to
be accepted as reasonable? What if this possibility enables one to be vigilant about
the power of aesthetic persuasion without diminishing one’s appreciation for how
that power also brings forth pleasure, delight, and other festive aspects of life that
make it worth living?

What if art is at the core of this possibility? What if it is shown that art is
unique in how it is emblematic of “polytropism,” or the notion that reason is
dialectically related to cunning. And what if, within this framework, it is argued
that the experience of art makes us more polytropic—or more vigilant in evaluat-
ing reason and more inventive and compelling in producing forms of reasoning?

And if it is still the case that reason is how a public finds its shape and direc-
tion, what if it is argued that polytropism is the key to the strength and vitality of
public discourse in general?  
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And what if this way of understanding art changes the role institutions like
museums play? What if the institutional framework of art shifts from one where it
is considered and valued primarily as a form of expression, or a container for
meanings, or an exemplar of artistic, historical, economic, or cultural authority, to
one where it is appreciated, criticized, and comprehended as an act of wild reason,
or a proposition about what is worth making real?

And what if this shift fosters reflection about the polytropic dimension of art
as a semblance of the work’s aesthetic quality? What if this kind of reflection
enables us to experience the persuasive power of aesthetics without fear or harm?
And what if this experience helps us grasp how aesthetics is deployed in ways that
we may recognize, take pleasure in, and be vigilant of, in the great expanse that is
our social reality? 

What if, by following this line of thinking, we find there is more to us than
we once imagined, and we begin to see and make choices where none are evi-
dent or given?

It is then that I think a remarkable idea becomes available: that art, being
more than simply what it is, can give us something rarer than beauty, or meaning,
or piles of money. It can offer a kind of enlivening that deepens our capacity to
endure and delight in what the day demands. This deepening has a historical
name. It is called second nature.8

8. The reader may recognize that the concept of second nature here is different from the one
Adorno offered (by way of Lukács and Hegel) in Negative Dialectics (Routledge, 1973). Adorno’s second
nature refers to how forces of history justify forms of domination by appealing to a myth of nature as
the supreme model for progress and growth. This appeal enables socioeconomic forces to appear as if
they were “natural” and ahistorical, as though the suffering they cause were simply a part of “natural
history” or what has always been and will be. But second nature as understood within the tradition of
critical theory may not be as salient a concept as it once was. We have now arguably entered what is
called the Anthropocene, an epoch where for the first time in history humankind is the dominant geo-
logical force on Earth. If this is the case, what Adorno and Lukács called second nature is today actually
first nature. And perhaps what is needed now are new ways of illuminating how forces that perpetuate
and mythologize this new age can be understood and resisted. In the present text, second nature draws
upon the conceptual and historical tradition of the ancient Greeks. The notion of phusis—at least from
Heraclitus on—evokes four distinct but interdependent understandings of what nature represents: des-
tiny or fate, an inner force of development, social life, and the power of reason or law. Second nature
here is an attempt to develop phusis in light of the emergence of this new age. Or, in Adorno’s words,
“Spirit as a second nature is the negation of spirit.” 
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